
In this Issue

In the current issue of Warsaw Forum of Economic Sociology we focus on two subjects. 

! e " rst one is trade union revitalization. Trade unions face number of challenges, 

some of which are of global nature but there are also many tied to the regional and 

local contexts. ! e other issue is a socio-economic approach towards the phenomenon 

of work developed by Jacek Tiitenbrun. 

Jacek Tittenbrun is one of the leading researchers of the social structure in 

Poland. While the Warsaw-based circle of social structure of the researchers, led 

by Henryk Domański, retains a neo-Weberian perspective, refers frequently to the 

British structuralism (John Goldthorpe’s legacy, in particular) and shows strong 

a$  nity to the EGP scheme, Tittenbrun, who lives and works in Poznań, reaches to 

both Weberian and Marxian traditions – much less neo-Marxist thought. Tittenbrun 

was a student of Stanisław Kozyr-Kowalski, and follows the path set by his intellectual 

master, the path distigushed by its enormous theoretical creativity.  

In the abundant body of Tittenbrun’s work the theory of socio-economic 

structuralism occupies a central place. Tittenbrun, in a way resembling what Habermas 

did, thoroughly, and critically analysed the functionalist, Parsonian framework. 

By a clear reference to Parson’s concept of ‘sub-systems’, Tittenbrun distinguished 

four structures. However, he proposed di% erent, original criteria and internal 

con" guration in his approach. In particular, Tittenbrun was capable of transferring 

to the level of a systematised theory such categories as ‘lumpenwork’, ‘para–

–work’, ‘quasi–work’, ‘shadow economy’, ’informal economy’, ‘underground economy’, 

or black economy’. ! e entire body of work amassed thus far by Jacek Titterbrun 

forms a theory of socio-economic structuralism, where one can " nd constructive 

elements such as the concept of structure aiming at resolving the ancient ‘structure 
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versus agency’ dilemma, as well as critical features. ! e author displays extraordinary 

methodological sense, something the readers of WFES may be already aware of, as it 

is clearly visible in the paper “Sociology of the Economy versus Economic Sociology” 

printed in the very " rst issue of the journal, as well as in the article presented in the 

current edition. ! e paper sheds light on the basic concepts of Tittenbrun’s approach 

to socio-economic structuralism. In the next issue, a second part of the paper is set 

to appear.  

Melanie Simms, Jane Holgate and Edmund Heery take on a task of evaluating 

British unions’ performance in organising. ! e UK is the prime example of 

a European country where union organising has long been a priority strategy for 

the organized labour. In their analysis, the authors draw from their vast empirical 

knowledge which they were also able to acquire during their co-operation with the 

renowned TUC Organising Academy, yet despite their obvious pro-union stance, 

come to quite critical conclusions.

Tatiana Bajuk Senčar allows us to take a look at the dynamics of the Slovenian 

trade union movement in the recent years. In particular, the author is interested in 

how discourse on union recruitment is constructed among union o$  cials. Using 

discourse analysis of the original data obtained in the course of " eld research, the 

author sketches a picture of the union movement leadership’s attitudes towards one 

of the key revitalization strategies.

Paul Stewart, Brian Garvey and Tommy McKearney invite the readers to 

a complicated world of labour relations in Northern Ireland. ! e authors focus on 

the issue of organizing migrant workers into trade unions in a region torn apart 

by a long-lasting – from the 1960s onwards – ethno-religious con1 ict. ! e authors 

investigate the unions strategies and tactics used in attracting new members to 

trade unions in the culture of sectarianism. In their quest, they heavily rely on the 

" rst-hand knowledge obtained while working as activists of a radical Independent 

Workers’ Union. 

! e four remaining papers focus on trade union revitalization. Sławomira 

Kamińska-Berezowska shares her re1 ections on actual and potential relations 

between trade unions: an example of an ‘old’ social movement, and Non-government 

Organisations (NGOs) (an instance of a ‘new’ social movement) in a knowledge 

transfer dimension. ! e author presents the " ndings from a " eld research conducted 

in a region which used to be the leading industrial area in Poland and states a valid 

question whether a co-operation between trade unions and NGOs is a viable objective 

and, if so, on what terms.  
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Finally, we o% er out readers a review of Dorothee Bohle and Bela Greskovits’s 

book Capitalist Diversity on Europe’s Periphery. ! e book is arguably the most serious 

e% ort up to date aiming at describing and analyzing the phenomenon of emerging 

capitalism in the Central and Eastern Europe in a comprehensive way. We hope you 

will " nd the seventh issue of the Warsaw Forum of Economic Sociology inspiring and 

invigorating the ongoing debate on socio-economic developments in the region and 

beyond.  

    


